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Recommendation

Key Thesis Drivers

PEGI’s continued 
capitalization of wind 
farms through secure 
business expansion  
generates stable cash 
flow.

Base Case
$27.48

+38.70%

Bull Case
$38.08

+92.20%

Bear Case
$17.38

-12.30%

Current Price: $19.81

Thesis

PEGI is plagued by unjustified market concerns over energy policy and border 
taxes. It benefits from an ability to quickly acquire new assets and secure cash 
flows for long periods. Its recent private partner restructuring also allows 
expansion into the higher return development space. The aforementioned 
connote that PEGI is currently trading at a discount to its intrinsic value.

Street mispricing over 
concerns on Trump 
Energy Policies and 
Border Taxes on 
renewable energy 
sources. 

Partner restructuring 
led to increasing 
worries despite 
creating new, high 
return opportunities. 
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PEGI Business Overview

PEGI Wind Farm Projects

The company holds interests in 18 wind power 
projects located in the United States, Canada and 
Chile fitted with a total owned capacity of 2,644 MW 
with an average owned capacity of 146 MW.

Revenue Region Segment Breakdown

PEGI Summary PEGI Shareholder Breakdown

Pattern 
Development:

19%

Public 
Shareholders:

81%
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Pattern Energy is an electric utility company that 
owns and operates renewable energy assets. Each 
asset has a contract to sell its output in long-term, 
fixed price, power purchase agreements, creating 
extremely reliable cash flows that are distributed to 
investors. 



PEGI Business Overview and Analysis

Locations of PEGI Wind Farms
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PEGI Business Overview

Strong Dividends
● PEGI experienced eleven consecutive quarterly 

dividend payout increases.
● Currently offering 8.1% dividend returns with 

80% of cash consistently distributed to investors. 
● 28% total increase in quarterly dividends since 

IPO or period of about 3 years. 

Pattern Development is an 
independent power company 
specializing in wind, solar and 
transmission projects.

Global footprint of over 
5,900MW spanning US, Canada, 
Mexico, Chile and Japan.

Majority Holder: Pattern Development

Investor Dividend Payout Model 

Pattern Development Pattern Energy Public Shareholders

Operating Assets Dividends

Dividends Class A Stock
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PEGI Competitive Advantages

Right To First Offer List
● PEGI’s private developers have assembled one of 

the largest list of wind energy assets in the industry 
with over 962 MW in capacity. 

● Because these assets can be dropped down, PEGI 
has tremendous room to grow without having to 
develop new projects. 

Private Developer
● Most Yieldcos have public developers who have a 

responsibility to its shareholders, which raises 
average acquisition price to 12x CAFD

● PEGI has private developers who are heavily 
invested in the company and no obligation to 
shareholders. This leads to a lower average 
acquisition price of 10x CAFD.

● 91% of all capacity is under fix rate energy prices 
allowing for stable cash flow and low risk from oil 
price fluctuation

● Contracts are under long term power purchase 
agreements with utility companies with an average 
22 years until expiration.

Contract Stability
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Industry Overview
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PEGI Industry Overview and Analysis

Wind Energy Rapid Growth

● US Wind Energy concentrated on both Democratic and 
Republican states. Iowa and Texas hold largest capacity.

Political Sentiment Towards Wind

● Worldwide wind energy capacity has been growing at about 
the pace of 22.12% CAGR. PD at 51% CAGR 10’-14’ and 
PEGI is projected to double in capacity over the next 5 years.
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Source: Global Wind Energy Council



PEGI Industry Overview and Analysis

Wind as highly Efficient and low-risk Source of Energy

Projected Utility Generation Resources in 2015
Relative Cost vs. Relative Risk

* Onshore Wind solutions are lowest risk and 
lowest relative cost out of all alternative energy 
sources. 

→ Wind energy’s low risk and low cost ensures 
high growth absent subsidies.

*http://www.awea.org/falling-wind-energy-costs10



Variant Perception
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Variant Perception 1: Trump’s Energy Policy

Street’s 
View

What happened
● President Trump has expressed an affinity for 

fossil fuels and has openly denied climate change.
● Trump resumed leasing federal lands to coal 

companies to “bolster” the coal industry. 
● In the latest executive order, Trump called for the 

Environmental Protection Agency to begin rolling 
back Obama's Clean Power Plan.

Our View
● Wind energy is primarily funded on a state and 

local level and is widely nonpartisan. 82% of all 
wind farms are located in Republican districts.

● PEGI's existing facilities are subject to long-term 
contracts(average time 22 years) and will not be 
affected by policies adopted by the new 
administration.

● PEGI is becoming a truly international company 
and is not completely dependent upon the United 
States. 82% of Pattern Developments assets for 
drop down are not in the US.

● The cutback of subsidies and benefits availed by 
companies producing Wind Energy coupled with 
the push for greater development of coal energy 
by the Trump administration would adversely 
affect renewable energy suppliers.  
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Variant Perception 1: TRUMP Energy Policy
Cost of Energy Comparison
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Variant Perception 2: Border Tax

Street’s View 

● There is an inherent misinterpretation of specific 
business functioning. PEGI distributes energy from 
existing assets, thus will be unaffected

● PEGI expands by buying assets from Pattern 
Development, who has already built wind farms for 
PEGI to acquire over the next 5 years

● All PEGI turbines in US wind farms are from 
Siemens and General Electric, which receive its 
rare-earth metal inputs from nation other than China 
such as Australia and are substantially increasing 
their manufacturing presence in the US

● International expansion and tariffs are financed with 
foreign capital helping immunize investments abroad

Our View
● After Trump’s election the market is fearing 

that the imposition of new tariffs and border 
taxes will cut off key inputs like rare earth 
minerals to solar and wind energy.

● Without a steady supply of rare earth minerals 
there will be increased costs of construction 
and expansion of wind energy farms.
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Variant Perception 3: Restructuring 

Street’s View
● Wall Street’s main concern is the dearth of information 

regarding the deal and thus projections are discounted.
● Analyst believe that acquiring a stake in development 

would bleed PEGI of much needed capital and expose it 
to larger risk.

● There is speculation about a scheme to put larger amounts 
of company into the parent company.

Event
● PEG 2.0 is only investing into wind energy which is 

considered the lowest risk renewable energy investment. 
Pattern Development also never suffered from 
accidents or legal action that would deem their actions 
as high risk

● PEGI investing in PEG 2.0 gives it a foothold in the 
development side and allows for much higher return on 
capital as developing an asset cost 7x CAFD, while 
buying a completed one from Pattern Development 
cost 10x CAFD.  

Our View
● December 2016 Pattern Development announced that it 

was splitting into 2 separate companies PEG 1.0 and PEG 
2.0 in order to have 1.0 focus on higher risk developments 
and 2.0 focusing on more certain developments

● PEGI was given the opportunity to buy a controlling stake 
in PEG 2.0 for $100 million and management has 
confirmed its intentions to invest

● Over the course of 2 weeks the stock fell by almost 6%
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Variant Perception 3: Restructuring

Pattern Energy movement into the development space will increase risk without increase

● Wind farms require much less invested 
capital the early stages, which maximizes 
returns but exposes investors to much more 
risk.

● Pattern Energy’s acquisition Pattern 
Development 2.0 would move operations to 
an early stage of investment that requires less 
capital inputs but still has low risk. 

http://investors.patternenergy.com/events.cfm

Current 
risk vs. 
capital 

Risk vs. capital after 
acquisition 
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Valuation Assumptions
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Valuation Assumptions and Justification

Balance Sheet and Cash Flow Statement
● Increase in net PP&E used to forecast PEGI capital investment. 
● D&A Forecasted as a % of net PP&E.

DCF Valuation Results:
Bear Case: $17.38 (-12.3%)
Base Case: $27.48 (+38.7%)

Bull Case: $38.08 (+92.2%)

● Cost of debt of 5.02% found using weighted average of 
PEGI bonds rates.

● Beta of 0.99 found using 3 year relative price movement 
with the S&P index.

● Terminal Growth Rate of 1.25%
● WACC of 6.54%

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis

Revenue Build

● Forecasted MW owned by PEGI and its monetization by 
calculating average realized electricity price per MWh.

Base Case: Misses their 5GW capacity target by 1GW by 2020.
Bull Case: Meets their 5GW capacity target by 2020.
Bear Case: No more wind farm expansion other than planned 
dropdown of assets from Pattern Development until 2018. More 
% of net cash used to purchase operating assets. 

● Project Expense as % of Revenue remains about the same. 
SG&A increases incrementally as a % of Revenue. Interest 
Expense forecasted as a % of long-term debt. 

Base Case: –
Bull Case: Relative SG&A expenses decreased less. 
Bear Case: Project Expense as % of Revenue increases. 

Income Statement
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Risk Factors
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Risks

Unusual Weather Patterns

● Natural phenomenon such as El Nino that 
happened in Q2 of 2016 can reduce the efficiency 
of wind turbine and solar modules.
○ Not likely to happen again in 3 years and 

most of these risks are low probability.

● PEGI is highly dependent on acquiring new assets, 
which requires significant capital.
○ Pattern’s current assets are necessarily 

sufficient to provide for continued 
dividends absent growth.

Capital Requirements

Rising Interest Rates

● Rising interest rates can increase costs of capital 
for a yieldco such as PEGI.
○ However, PEGI does have a Fixed Rate 

Debt at project level on existing fleet. 
Locked in low-rate debt mitigate typical 
risk on higher interest rates. 

● Adverse tax policy changes, such as taxation of 
dividends or other investment income can reduce 
the attractiveness of PEGI and increase capital 
costs.
○ Corporate tax cuts, however, would reduce 

economics of existing wind projects. 

Adverse Tax Policy Changes
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Looking Forward: Catalysts and Event Paths 

Event Paths and Catalysts Capital Structure

● Even in the case of a reduction in share price, 
yield will increase over time as PEGI is able to 
maintain its current  level of dividends payments 
as most PPAs have a lock-in of 20+ years.

Downside ProtectionReturn Sensitivity - DCF Base Case

● Analyzing increases in quarterly dividend yields 
in upcoming quarters for higher than expected 
growth.
○ News on PEG 2.0 developments that 

will reduce mispricing.
○ 10-Q reports on increases of cash 

available for distribution.
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● PEGI has a low Debt to Equity ratio among 
the competition at 1.73 compared to industry 
average of 3.3.
○ Utilizes both net cash and debt to 

acquire new wind farms.



Q & A

Q & A
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Revenue Build
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Income Statement
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Balance Sheet
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Cash Flows
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Increase in Capacity
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